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Abstract

A robust direct adaptive attitude law is implemented in an attitude control system simulator. The meaning of robustness here is with respect to uncertainties in the inertia of the satellite. The controller has already been proved to be more robust than a corresponding robustly stabilizing static output feedback. The aim of the study is to show that in practice as well, only the adaptive controller can stabilize the satellite whatever the number of deployed/folded payload masts, namely whatever the value of its inertia.

1 Introduction

Attitude control of satellites has been a rising issue for years [1], [19], [11], [24]. Regarding the evolution of the missions, more and more accurate attitude controllers are required. The AOCS control law in mission mode currently implemented on CNES microsatellites consists in a switching controller [17]: A angular rate controller allows a fast but non accurate reduction of the depointing until it reaches a switching value. Below it, a proportional-derivative (PD) law aims at controlling precisely a small attitude error. This commutative controller turns out to be efficient but in practice, any change or uncertainty in a parameter of the satellite forces the controller to be redesigned in order to be compliant to reaction wheel speed limited angular momentum.

To solve this problem, the idea of computing a time varying controller, updated thanks to the measurements, has been proposed both in theory [21], [20], [3] and in practice [23], [14], [25], [4]. At CNES, such a direct adaptive controller has been designed [12] and successfully tested in flight [18]. However, the robustness of such a controller with respect to changes in the satellite inertia has not been fully studied. This issue is most relevant in practice: The deployment of the payload masts of the satellite involves important changes of its inertia.

This topic has been considered theoretically in [8] and [9] and applied to a simple three axes linear model in [7]. The gains of the designed adaptive controller are proved to be bounded and evolve around a known stabilizing baseline ([6], [16], [15]). The goal of this study is to apply these theoretical improvements to a complex AOCS simulator where deployment/folding scenarios can be simulated. The aim is to illustrate that as in theory, the adaptive controller allows to stabilize the satellite for all possible values of its inertia.

The paper is organized as follows: The current satellite attitude controller is presented in section II. In section III, important theoretical results about the design of the robust adaptive controller are recalled. Then, the results obtained with the CNES AOCS simulator are given in section IV, and compared with the ones obtained with a static controller baseline. Conclusion and outlooks for future works are given in section V.
2 Switching control law of Myriade satellites in normal mode

CNES microsatellite product line (Myriade) AOCS architecture is based on 3-axis stabilization and consists in four modes: The Acquisition and Safe-hold Mode (MAS) is used after separation from the launcher and later in case of anomaly detection, and aims at pointing the spacecraft towards the Sun. The coarse pointing mode (MGT) is a transition mode from acquisition to normal mode, based on magnetic stabilization. The Orbit Control Mode (MCO) is dedicated to perform the orbit maneuvers. The Normal Mode (MNO) is the mode in which the scientific mission is carried out. The spacecraft is 3-axis stabilized by three reaction wheels (one on each axis). Attitude is only given by the star sensor, which imposes some strategy to cope with possible drops of measurement. In MGT and MNO modes, the guidance profile is given by sending commands either as harmonic series or as polynomial functions. During the normal mode, the magneto-torquer bars unload the angular momentum of the wheels.

MNO reaction wheels control law has been detailed in several former papers [17], [22], [13], and will only be reminded here. It consists in a switching law, with a proportional-derivative form at low depointing, and a 'speed bias' control at higher depointing such as:

- If $|e_{\theta}| > \theta_{th}$,
  \[ T_a = -K(\omega_c + \text{sign}(\theta)\Omega_b) \]  
- If $|e_{\theta}| \leq \theta_{th}$
  \[ T_a = -K_{r\theta} e_{\theta} - K_{r\omega} \omega_c \]

where $e_{\theta} = \theta - \theta_r$ is the 3-axis estimated pointing error, $\omega_c$ the 3-axis estimated angular rate error, $\theta_{th}$ is the 3-axis depointing error threshold, $\Omega_b$ is the 3-axis bias angular rate, $K$, $K_{r\theta}$ and $K_{r\omega}$ are 3-axis tuning gains, and $T_a$ is the 3-axis switching torque.

The switching law is followed by a LTI stabilizing filter $F(s)$ of PID type, such that $T_p = F(s)T_a$, with $T_p$ the 3-axis reaction wheel control input in satellite frame. This switching control law is nonlinear and time varying and already depends on the depointing value. Many difficulties are linked to this control law: The first one is the torque continuity which has to be ensured at the switching point $\theta_{th}$, to avoid pointing error transient. For that purpose, the tuning parameters of the two switching laws are linked, so that when $|e_{\theta}| = \theta_{th}$, both switching torques are equal. In practice, at the switching point, a discontinuity remains: Indeed, because of the sampling time of the AOCS software and measurement noise of star sensor, one never gets exactly $|e_{\theta}| = \theta_{th}$.

The second problem is the choice of the angular rate bias value, which has to be consistent with the limited reaction wheel angular momentum and momentum dumping capacity by magneto-torquers (which strongly depends on the day and orbital position). Because of that, the stability assessment of the switching closed loop needs exhaustive simulation campaigns to cover the whole pointing error domain. For these reasons, we have decided to search for a new control law which could take into account high or low pointing errors without torque discontinuity, which would be consistent with reaction wheels capacity limits, and with a priori stability proof over the pointing error domain.

3 Robust reaction wheel adaptive control law

3.1 Luzi’s adaptive controller

During his PhD [13], Luzi proposed to replace the switching controller part by the time varying Proportional-Derivative controller $T_a(t) = K(t)e(t)$, followed by the existing stabilizing filter $F(s)e(t)$, where $e(t)^T = [e_{\theta}(t) \omega_c(t)]$ is the controller input and $K(t) = [K_{\theta}(t) K_{\omega}(t)]$ are the adaptive gains. Thus, if the time varying PD gains tend to the PD switching gains at low pointing error, the pointing performances will be kept for the satellite. The new
closed-loop structure is illustrated in Figure 1, with $K_\theta$ and $K_\omega$ the adaptive gains, $\omega_r$ the reaction wheel angular rate, $\theta_r$ the pointing reference, $\theta_m$ the pointing estimate, and $T_r$ the torque applied to the satellite by the reaction wheels.

Adaptive gains $K_\theta$ and $K_\omega$ are time varying, and the parameters which determine their variation law are computed by solving LMIs (Linear Matrix Inequalities) (see [12] for details). When computing these adaptive parameters, all the parameters of the satellite model are supposed perfectly known. Yet, in practice, this is not the case. Hence, some modifications have been brought to Luzi adaptive controller to make it more robust with respect to model parameter uncertainties [8], [9].

In all the following, it is supposed that the inertia of the satellite $J$ is subject to uncertainties. Only its nominal value $J_{nom}$ is known, and we aim at designing a controller which would stabilize the satellite for the largest interval of inertia.

### 3.2 Robust adaptive controller design

In [8] and [9], Luzi adaptive controller has been improved in order to fit better with parametric uncertainties. Let us consider the following time varying controller:

$$T_a(t) = K(t)e(t)$$

where $e(t)^T = [e_\theta(t), e_\omega(t)]$ is the controller input and $K(t) = [K_\theta(t), K_\omega(t)]$, as in [13]. Here, the controller gains are solutions of the following differential equations:

$$K_\theta(t) = \mathcal{I}_{D_\theta} \left( \dot{K}_\theta(t), W_\theta(t) \right)$$

$$W_\theta(t) = c_\theta(-G_\theta e(t)e_\theta(t) - \sigma_\theta(K_\theta(t) - K_\theta))$$

and

$$K_\omega(t) = \mathcal{I}_{D_\omega} \left( \dot{K}_\omega(t), W_\omega(t) \right)$$

$$W_\omega(t) = c_\omega(-G_\omega e(t)e_\omega(t) - \sigma_\omega(K_\omega(t) - K_\omega))$$

where $k \in \{x, y, z\}$ designs the satellite axes. The values of $G_{\theta_k}$ and $G_{\omega_k}$ give the direction of the adaptation. $D_{\theta_k}$ ($D_{\omega_k}$ respectively) enters in the definition of the saturated integrator $\mathcal{I}_{D_\theta}$ ($\mathcal{I}_{D_\omega}$ respectively), which pushes $K_\theta(t)$ ($K_\omega(t)$ respectively) inside a set $\mathcal{E}_{\theta_k}$ ($\mathcal{E}_{\omega_k}$ respectively) when it is at its border, so that the adaptive gains are bounded. The sets $\mathcal{E}_{\theta_k}$ and $\mathcal{E}_{\omega_k}$ are defined by:

$$K_\theta \in \mathcal{E}_{\theta_k}$$

$$\Leftrightarrow \text{Tr}((K_\theta(t) - K_\theta)^T D_\theta (K_\theta(t) - K_\theta)) \leq 1$$

and

$$K_\omega \in \mathcal{E}_{\omega_k}$$

$$\Leftrightarrow \text{Tr}((K_\omega(t) - K_\omega)^T D_\omega (K_\omega(t) - K_\omega)) \leq 1$$

where $\text{Tr}$ is the trace operator.

The forgetting factors $\sigma_{\theta_k}$ and $\sigma_{\omega_k}$ drive $K_\theta(t)$ and $K_\omega(t)$ to $K_{\theta_k}$ and $K_{\omega_k}$ when $e(t)$ is zero ([10], [2], [5]). The value of $\gamma_k$ gives the variation rate of $K_k(t)$. Theorem 3.1 provides a method to design an adaptive controller which is proved to be more robust than its baseline.

**Theorem 3.1** If $K_a(t) = [K_{\theta} \ K_{\omega}]e(t)$ robustly stabilizes the satellite, then there exist matrices $P^{[v]} \succ 0$, $S$, $G = [G_\theta^T, \ldots, G_\omega^T, \ldots]^T$ and $D = \text{diag}(D_{\theta_1}, \ldots, D_{\omega_v}, \ldots)$ such that, for all $v_j$,
Consider now the following bilinear matrix inequalities (BMIs) for all \( v_J \), with \( \tilde{P}^{[v_J]} > 0 \):

\[
\mathcal{B}(\tilde{K}_0, \tilde{P}^{[v_J]}, \tilde{G}, \tilde{D}, \tilde{\epsilon}, \tilde{F}) < 0. \tag{9}
\]

These constraints are such that:

- If we fix \( \tilde{K}_0 = [K_{r\theta} \ K_{r\omega}] \), \( \tilde{G} = G \) and \( \tilde{D} = D \), \( G_{\theta \theta}, G_{\omega \omega}, D_{\theta \theta} \) and \( D_{\omega \omega} \), BMIs of Theorem 3.1 become LMIs and then are solvable with classical solvers.

- For such values of \( \tilde{K}_0, \tilde{G} \) and \( \tilde{D} \), the LMIs of Theorem 3.1 are feasible.

- If the constraints are feasible for the extremal values of the uncertain vector (or in that case for the extremal values of \( J \)), then \( \tilde{F} \) is such that \( K_\theta(t) = (\tilde{K}_0 + \tilde{F} + K(t))e(t) \) stabilizes the satellite for any value of the inertia \( J \).

- If the constraints are feasible for the extremal values of \( J \), then whatever positive \( \gamma_{\theta k} \) and \( \gamma_{\omega k} \) the new adaptive control robustly stabilizes the satellite when all \( \sigma_{\theta k} \) and \( \sigma_{\omega k} \) are zero and robustly stabilizes a neighborhood of the target attitude and target angular speed set when at least one \( \sigma_{\theta k} \) or \( \sigma_{\omega k} \) is strictly positive.

Expressions of (8) and (9) and a detailed proof of Theorem 3.1 are given in [9].

### 3.3 Implementation in discrete time

The adaptive control law is discretized to be implemented in the AOCS software. For that purpose, the Euler transformation has been chosen. The discrete-time expression of the control law is given by:

\[
K_{\theta_k}(n) = K_{\theta_k}(n-1) - \gamma_{\theta_k}(G_{\theta_k}e(n-1)e_{\theta_k}(n-1) + \sigma_{\theta_k}K_{\theta_k}(n-1)) \tag{10}
\]

\[
K_{\omega_k}(n) = K_{\omega_k}(n-1) - \gamma_{\omega_k}(G_{\omega_k}e(n-1)e_{\omega_k}(n-1) + \sigma_{\omega_k}K_{\omega_k}(n-1)) \tag{11}
\]

In (10) and (11), indices \( n \) and \( n-1 \) stand for current and past instant respectively. The boundedness of the gains is obtained by implementing the following procedures:

- if \( K_\theta(n) > K_{\theta_{\text{max}}} \), then \( K_\theta(n) = K_{\theta_{\text{max}}} \)
- else if \( K_\theta(n) < K_{\theta_{\text{min}}} \), then \( K_\theta(n) = K_{\theta_{\text{min}}} \)

- if \( K_\omega(n) > K_{\omega_{\text{max}}} \), then \( K_\omega(n) = K_{\omega_{\text{max}}} \)
- else if \( K_\omega(n) < K_{\omega_{\text{min}}} \), then \( K_\omega(n) = K_{\omega_{\text{min}}} \)

### 4 Validation

Launched in 2004, DEMETER was the first satellite of the MYRIADE series. It has observed electric and magnetic signals in Earth’s ionosphere for more than six years. Collected data have allowed to answer questions about the effect of seismic and volcanic activity to the electromagnetic environment of Earth’s atmosphere. Its orbit was near-sun-synchronous with a 660 km altitude.

In practice, the inertia of a satellite can be subject to important variations, for example during the deployment/folding of the payload masts (see Figure 2). Luzi’s controller, introduced in section III, has been designed to fitted well with nominal inertia. In all the following, the nominal inertia \( J_{\text{dep}} \) of the satellite is considered equal to the inertia of the satellite when all the masts are deployed, and \( J_{\text{fold}} \) denotes the inertia of the satellite when all the panels are folded. For DEMETER satellite, \( J_{\text{fold}} \) is equal to \( J_{\text{dep}} \) reduced by 70% (i.e. \( J_{\text{fold}} = 0.3 J_{\text{dep}} \)).
4.1 Theoretical results

In [9], parameters $G_{\theta_k}$, $G_{\omega_k}$, $D_{\theta_k}$, $D_{\omega_k}$, $\sigma_{\theta_k}$, $\sigma_{\omega_k}$, $\gamma_{\theta_k}$ and $\gamma_{\omega_k}$ of the adaptive controller (3) have been computed by solving LMIs (8).

Then, Theorem 3.1 has been used as follows: On one hand, the value of $\tilde{K}_0$ is supposed to be the one of the static output feedback $[K_{r\theta} \ K_{r\omega}]$. It is then shown that the satellite model controlled by this static output feedback but with inertia $J$ considered uncertain at $\pm 70\%$ (so that $J_{fold}$ is in the interval of uncertainty) is not stable. More precisely, it is shown that with this static output feedback, the satellite is robustly stable with inertia $J$ considered uncertain at $\pm 33\%$ (so that $J_{fold}$ is not in this interval of uncertainty), but not $\pm 34\%$. On the other hand, the values of parameters $G_{\theta_k}$, $G_{\omega_k}$, $D_{\theta_k}$, $D_{\omega_k}$, $\sigma_{\theta_k}$, $\sigma_{\omega_k}$, $\gamma_{\theta_k}$ and $\gamma_{\omega_k}$ are saved and put in BMIs (9), considering that inertia $J$ is uncertain at $\pm 70\%$ (so that $J_{fold}$ is in the interval of uncertainty). Constraints (9) of Theorem 3.1 turn out to be feasible, which gives a value for the adaptive parameter $\tilde{F}$ and then a "new" adaptive controller $K_a(t) = (\tilde{K}_0 + \bar{K}(t) + \tilde{F})e(t)$. More precisely, it is shown that the limit of feasibility of the constraints of Theorem 3.1 is reached when $J$ has $\pm 89\%$ of uncertainty. Details about the application of Theorem 3.1 can be found in [9].

These results are summed up in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>limit</th>
<th>$[J_{fold}; J_{dep}]$ included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Validation on AOCS simulator

The new control algorithm has been tested with the same validation process as any operational AOCS software. The new control law has been validated on DEMETER AOCS simulator. This validation was based on a simulation campaign to assess performances and robustness of this controller with respect to a large amount of contributors. Two types of controllers have been tested: A static one $K_a(t) = [K_{r\theta} \ K_{r\omega}]e(t)$ and an adaptive $K_a(t) = (\tilde{K}_0 + \tilde{F} + K(t))e(t)$. Notice that the static controller corresponds to the switching controller where the switching threshold has been increased in order to avoid to switch to speed bias configuration.

The results presented in this subsection deal with deployment/folding scenarios. In Figures 4 and 5, the following scenario has been simulated:

- From $t = 0$ to $t = 100s$, the satellite masts are all folded.
- At $t = 100s$, the 4th panel is deployed.
- At $t = 200s$, the 5th panel is deployed.
- At $t = 300s$, the 1th panel is deployed.
- At $t = 400s$, the 2th panel is deployed.
- At $t = 500s$, the 3th panel is deployed, so that between $t = 500$ and $t = 600s$, all the panels are deployed.

This means that along the simulations, the inertia $J$ of the satellite varies from $J_{fold}$ to $J_{dep}$. Considering the results obtained in the previous subsection, only the adaptive controller is expected to
stabilize the satellite whatever the value of its inertia.

Figures 3 and 4 show the time evolutions of attitude angle $\theta$ and reaction wheel torque $C_{RW}$ respectively, where the reaction wheel torque saturates if exceeding 0.005 Nm (which is the case in practice). In Figure 5, the red dashed lines are for static controller and the blue solid lines are for the adaptive controller.

Considering Figures 3 and 4, it is clear that the adaptive controller achieves a better performance than the static one in terms of robustness with respect to changes of inertia. Solid blue curves in Figure 4 attest to the fact that the adaptation makes the reaction wheel operate less. Without adaptation (red dashed curves), the reaction wheel torque have some important variations.

However, it has been shown in [9] and recalled in the last subsection that the static controller is not supposed to stabilize the satellite for all the inertia between $J_{fold}$ and $J_{dep}$. Yet, Figures 3 and 4 seem to show that the satellite is stable with the static controller. Actually, the saturation of the reaction wheel torque prevents the satellite to turn unstable. Of course this saturation was not taken into account in the linear modelisation of the satellite in section III. The role of the wheel torque saturation is proved in Figure 5, which shows the time variations of attitude angle $\theta$ for the same scenario as upper, but without considering the possible saturation of the reaction wheel torque. The solid blue curves on the right of Figure 5 are also plotted separately with a different scale on the left for better visibility. Dashed red curves show that the satellite is not stable with the static controller in that case, whereas the adaptive controller still achieves a good performance. This simulation confirms that the adaptive controller is more robust than the static controller.

Now, let us consider the $5! = 120$ possible deployment/folding scenarii. The reaction wheel torque saturation is again taken into account. For all 120 scenarii, the maximal depointing, angular speed and reaction wheel speed after $n = 0, 100, \ldots, 500$ s of
Figure 5: Attitude angle with wheel torque saturation. Red dashed: Static; Blue solid: Adaptive simulation have been computed. For example, the maximal depointing after 200s is the maximal absolute value of the attitude angles measured between 200s and the end of the simulation. Table 2 gives the mean of this values on the 120 scenarii for static and adaptive controller and for x-axis. These mean values show that what holds for the "45123" scenario analyzed upper holds for the 120 scenarii as well: both static and adaptive controller allow to stabilize the satellite (thanks to the wheel torque saturation for the static controller), but the stabilization of the satellite is much faster and smoother with the adaptive controller.

5 Conclusion

The robust adaptive attitude controller designed in [9] has been applied to an AOCS simulator. Theoretically, the adaptive controller is supposed to stabilize the robust whatever the value of its inertia, whereas the corresponding static controller can only stabilize the satellite for a twice smaller range of inertia. In practice, simulations show that the adaptive controller robustly stabilizes the satellite whatever the number of deployed/folded masts (all masts deployed standing for the highest inertia, all masts folded for the smallest). The next step of the study will be to implement the adaptive controller on an avionic bench.

Table 2: Maximal depointing (deg), angular speed (deg/s) and wheel speed (deg/s) after n seconds: mean on 120 scenarii

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>$\theta$</th>
<th>(\omega)</th>
<th>(\omega_r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>static</td>
<td>adapt</td>
<td>static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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